proudly presents
an amazing golfing holiday experience...

HOLLAND
30 August - 9 September2020

Amsterdam Hoorn Alkmaar Volendam Edam Afsluitdijk
It took us 4 years of researching and planning our Holland tours
to ensure our clients get the very best golfing holiday experience.
And now we have improved the itinerary even more for 2020!
The combination of spectacular golf courses, jaw-dropping scenery and
endless sightseeing and shopping makes Holland the perfect destination for
your 2020 golfing holiday.
This is a destination so many people have been waiting for...
...and now it’s yours to enjoy!

You won’t believe it until you experience it yourself!!!

This is what you can look forward to when you board the plane in August:
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Sunday 30 August

Assemble early-afternoon at Johannesburg International before we depart for Amsterdam.

Monday 31 August

On arrival at Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam we transfer by coach via the fascinating living
museum Zaanse Schans for a walkaround and then a drive through of the picturesque village of
De Rijp to our hotel in Hoorn, just North of Amsterdam.

Known as the “Venice of Holland”, Hoorn lies on the western shore of the inland Markensee and
is filled with canals, waterways, flower lined streets, the buzz of restaurants on Central Square,
art & craft shops, coffee shops & bars and the historical waterfront, making this the perfect base
from which to explore the beautiful scenery and the golf courses of Holland.

The canals of Hoorn

After settling in, a short orientation walk will invigorate the travel weary...and as the sun sets a
drink and dinner in one of the many restaurants along the waterfront of Hoorn is a perfect way
to start discovering the local brews, cheeses and cuisine!

Hoorn has an amazing nautical history
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The leafy side of Hoorn

Walking from our hotel in Hoorn

Hoorn’s bustling pedestrian shopping malls

Hoorn…departure port for so many discoveries

Coffee shops galore

The historical waterfront of Hoorn

Relax, chill, enjoy…….Hoorn awaits
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Tuesday 1 September
After breakfast we take the local train for the short trip to the Central Station in Amsterdam for
a full-day visit to the world’s most recognisable city.
The list of optional attractions is endless and includes:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A canal cruise
The Rembrandt Museum
The van Gogh Museum
Anne Frank House
Dam Square, the centre of Amsterdam
Damrak, the main thoroughfare of Amsterdam and numerous pedestrian malls
The Flower Market
The canals of Amsterdam
And a suggestion to end the day…. THE HEINEKEN EXPERIENCE

The canals of Amsterdam

The legendary Heineken Experience

The charm of Amsterdam’s architecture

A memorable and sobering visit
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View Van Gogh’s masterpieces

The canals by night

Amsterdam’s famous flower market

The world-renowned Rembrandt Museum

Vibrant Amsterdam nightlife

A really happy coffee shop

The very best of Rembrandt are in Amsterdam
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Wednesday 2 September

This morning we head to PURMERAND GC for our second round of golf in Holland. Golf in Holland
is a mixture of water, lush vegetation and scenic beauty and PURMERAND GC is a fine example
of this very unique blend.

Spectacular Purmerend

Parkland with plenty of water
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While the golfers are enjoying the experience of PURMERAND GC, the non-golfers visit the
cheese town of Edam to see how the Dutch have mastered the making of cheese and get the
chance to taste the wide variety of cheeses of Edam. From Edam, the non-golfers proceed to the
colourful town of Volendam, which was built along a dyke on Markensee.

Delicacy browsing in Edam

Edam’s main street

Volendam is built on a Markensee dyke

Cheese direct from the produce

The famous cheese market of Edam

The quaint main street of Volendam

Volendam is a tourist’s pleasure with fascinating and varied shops and numerous restaurants
along the harbour.... seafood and cheese take on a whole new meaning in Volendam.
After golf the golfers join the non-golfers and spend time in Volendam for some shopping or an
early dinner before the short drive back to our hotel.
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Thursday 3 September

Today we have a highlight-filled day as we travel through Northern Holland to see and
experience the sights and culture of this beautiful and fascinating countryside, with many stops
for photograph opportunities. The day starts with a drive along the Western shore of Ijsselmeer,
with many dykes and polders along the way demonstrating the incredible land reclamation.
Highlights of the day include:
o

The 32km long Afsluitdijk, which was man-built more than 80 years ago between the
ocean and what became Holland’s largest inland waterway, Ijsselmeer

o

Local scenery and small villages

o

The chance to explore Enkhuizen, a beautiful and vibrant small town on the banks of the
Zuidersee, including an optional visit to the renowned Dutch Outdoor Museum

o

For those who enjoy the romance of travelling on old steam trains, there is the
opportunity to travel back to Hoorn on the historical steam train.

The 32Km man-made dyke with 4 lanes

Historical entrance to Enkhuizen

The Western On-ramp to the Afsluitdijk

Picturesque Enkhuizen

One of the most scenic railway journeys in the world
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Friday 4 September

Every Friday morning the central square of Alkmaar hosts the weekly cheese market, made
famous by its porters carrying the loads of cheese in their unique “run”. After enjoying the
spectacle of the cheese auction, the golfers proceed to SLUISPOLDER GC while the non-golfers
have a couple of hours to enjoy and explore the old and new of Alkmaar, before the golfers
rejoin them and a chance for an early dinner before returning to our hotel.

The cheese market of Alkmaar

Cheese for every taste

Alkmaar’s famous cheese market and its industrious cheese-porters
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Golf in Holland is one of the hidden gems of world golf

The 18th at Sluispolder GC

Pedestrian mall in Alkmaar

Alkmaar restaurants beside the canals
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Saturday 5 September

Today has been kept free to allow time for sightseeing, spend the day shopping for top brands
at bargain prices in the shopping streets of Amsterdam or even an optional round of golf. A cup
of coffee at one Amsterdam’s famous coffee shops followed by a sunset canal cruise and then
dinner at one of Amsterdam’s many restaurants is the ideal way to end a busy day.

The ideal way to see the city
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Sunday 6 September

This morning the golfers tackle WESTWOUD GC a beautiful parkland course with all the Dutch
scenery on-hand, including the cows grazing beside some fairways.

The beautiful Dutch countryside around WESTWOUD GC

More Dutch water!

And bunkers too!

The non-golfers will be glad to have an open day to give them a chance to enjoy all the
attractions of Hoorn...including the endless craft shops, traditional shops, coffee shops and
delicacies, or just chill and relax and enjoy the laid-back ambience of Hoorn. Or even head back
into Amsterdam for an outing.
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Monday 7 September

Our last full day in Holland is a day at leisure to explore the surrounding areas, return to
Enkhuizen and explore the open-air museum, enjoy an optional round of golf at a nearby club,
catch the train into the centre of Amsterdam for one last chance to experience Amsterdam, or
even catch the train and visit Den Hague, Delft or Rotterdam…. All within an hour’s journey.

So much to see in Amsterdam

One last sunset…. Holland-style

Tuesday 8 September
Late-morning we check out of our hotel and transfer to Schipol for our flight back home.

Wednesday 9 September

We arrive back in Johannesburg early-morning, and it’s time to share our memories of
wonderful Holland with all those unfortunate folk that were not with us on the tour (and to find a
way past customs with all our purchases from the shops and markets of Amsterdam).
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The tour package includes:
• Return economy airfares from Johannesburg
• 8 night’s accommodation on a bed and breakfast basis
• Daily tourist tax
• 3 rounds of A-category golf (additional golf easily arranged)
• Tour Leader in attendance for the whole tour
• Sightseeing programme, on-site assistance and support for activities for non-golfers
• Comprehensive pre-tour literature about the tour, the destinations and the attractions
Not included:
• visa costs
• golf buggy or trolley rental
• medical and cancellation insurance
• airport taxes (currently R4 400,00)
• activities not specified
• gratuities

Package price: The “per person” package prices for the tour are:
CATEGORY

Package Price

Golfer sharing a room

R 22 560

Non–golfer sharing a room

R 19 385

Single occupancy

On request

For more information or to receive a booking form to ensure that
you do not miss out on this fantastic golfing holiday, please call
ROB CHAPLIN
The Golf Travel Company
Tel: 021 713 1282
Cell: 071 603 7895
www.golftravel.co.za
Please Note:
1. A deposit of R4 500 per person is required to secure your place on the tour
2. All prices are strictly subject to exchange rate fluctuations.
3. Tour members will be able to leave the group at the end of the tour and extend their stay. A levy
for the extension may be charged by the airline.
4. As the tour costing has been calculated on EFT payments, no credit card payments can be
accepted. Cash and cheque deposit fees will be for the account of the depositor.
5. Passengers over the age of 70 years on the date of departure will be required to supply a medical
certificate of good health.
6. The Golf Travel Company will book golf cars when requested to do so by clients but cannot accept
responsibility for availability on the day.
7. Both pages of the booking form must be completed in full by each passenger and must be
accompanied by a scan of the passenger’s passport.

18.10.19
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BOOKING FORM: HOLLAND
Please note:

>> ALL 4 pages of the booking form are to be completed in full and signed by both parties if the parties
are travelling as a couple
>> This is a legal document and no booking can be confirmed unless completed in full and all
pages signed
>> A scanned copy of the information page of your passport /s must accompany your booking

PERSONAL INFORMATION »
PASSENGER #1

PASSENGER #2

TITLE
SURNAME
[exactly as per passport]

FIRST NAMES
[exactly as per passport]

PREFERRED
NAME
[for name tag]

RESIDENTIAL
ADDRESS
DATE OF BIRTH
RSA ID NUMBER
TELEPHONE
[daytime]
CELLPHONE
E-MAIL

[in CAPS

please]

NHA NUMBER
CURRENT NHA
INDEX
FREQUENT FLYER
PROGRAMME
AND NUMBER

TOUR PACKAGE »

(please CIRCLE required package)

GOLFER: SHARING

GOLFER: SHARING

NON-GOLFER: SHARING

NON-GOLFER: SHARING

SIGNATURE: …………………

SIGNATURE:…………………

Please also complete and sign pages 2,3 & 4
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PASSPORT INFORMATION »
NUMBER
COUNTRY OF
ISSUE
DATE OF ISSUE
EXPIRY DATE

MEDICAL / EMERGENCY INFORMATION »
CONTACT
PERSON
IN SOUTH
AFRICA
WHILE YOU
ARE AWAY

NAME

PHONE

FAMILY DOCTOR
DOCTOR’S CONTACT
NUMBER
SPECIAL
DIETARY
REQUIREMENTS
FOR AIRLINE
MEDICAL CONDITIONS
(list)
(eg. Heart / blood
pressure)

PREFERRED ORIGIN OF FLIGHT » (please CIRCLE preferred origin)
JNB

CPT

DUR

JNB

PAYMENT »
Please Note: the correct reference for your payment is essential:

CPT

DUR

“your surname” /holland

ACCOUNT DETAILS

Account name:
Bank:
A/C Number:
Branch:
Branch Code:
Reference:

The Golf Travel Company
Investec
100 114 257 03
100 Grayston Drive
580 105
“Your Surname”/holland

SIGNATURE: ………………………

SIGNATURE:……………………

Please also complete and sign pages 3 & 4…
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TERMS & CONDITIONS »
GENERAL INFORMATION AND TOUR CONDITIONS:
Price: The price of the tour is subject to the Terms and Conditions, exchange rate fluctuations, airline airfare / airport tax adjustments and airline
luggage allowance policy changes. Only EFT payments are accepted, no credit card payments. The Golf Travel Company does not issue invoices, but
will send statements per person / couple as and when payments are due. The price of the tour package is based on a minimum of 36 passengers and a
reduction in this number may lead to a price adjustment for the tour package.
Deposit and Payments: A deposit of R 4 200,00 PER PERSON is payable on booking and is NOT refundable unless in the case of the cancellation of
the tour by the tour operators. A statement listing the tour package will be e-mailed to you approximately 13 weeks prior to departure and is payable
within 72 hours (3 days) of presentation. No cancellations can be accepted after this date and the full relevant package price for the tour is payable if
cancellations are made after this date. You are therefore encouraged to take out travel insurance which includes a cancellation clause. Should the client
wish to cancel the tour booking for whatever reason, The Golf Travel Company must be advised in writing under the signature of the client. No air
tickets will be issued until full payment of the package statement is received and the airline’s late ticket issue levy will apply in the event of late payment.
If the booking is made 13 weeks or less before the tour departure date, the full package price is to be paid at the time of booking and may be subject to
late ticket issue fees from the airline. A late payment fee of R250,00 pp will be charged automatically on all accounts not settled by the stipulated dates.
By signing these Terms and Conditions, the passenger confirms he / she understands that the Land Arrangement portion of the package will be
deductible from the travel allowance which forms part of their Reserve Bank / SARS Single Discretionary Allowance of R1 million per annum. A final
statement listing the applicable airport taxes and any additional items requested by the client will be e-mailed at the time of / soon after ticket issue.
Payment references appear on all statements and must be reflected accordingly.
Itinerary: The tour itinerary is subject to change both pre- and during the tour, including airline timetable and flight changes and delays, weather,
technical and logistical influences; changes to golf club rules and policies; all other unexpected eventualities. The Golf Travel Company cannot be held
responsible for any amendments and losses arising from airline delays or cancellations.
Passport, Visas & Health requirements: We provide basic advice to South African passport holders regarding visa requirements. Clients travelling on
a passport of a different nationality should check with their embassy or consulate and must make sure they have all the necessary valid travel and
health documents to comply with the requirements of the country they are visiting or travelling through. Clients are advised to travel on one passport for
the duration of the tour to ensure compliance with the latest travel legislation. Please note that all passports must be valid for at least 6 months after
your return from holiday and have 3 consecutive blank pages. The Golf Travel Company cannot be held legally responsible if your visa application is
denied for any reason; if there is a delay in the issue of your visa; if your passport gets lost; for any financial loss which you may incur as a result of any
visa application being denied; passport application delays; failure to apply timeously for visas; your passport or visa being issued incorrectly. Travel
insurance which includes these eventualities is strongly recommended. Clients are reminded that countries may alter visa requirements without prior
warning.
Liabilities: The Golf Travel Company and/or their agents, in making arrangements for air and land services, act as agents only for airlines, hotels,
coach companies, golf courses and others and on condition that they shall not be liable for any injury, death, damage, loss, accidental delay, airline
schedule change, flight cancellation or irregularity that may be occasioned by any defect in any vehicle or form of conveyance or mishap at any place of
accommodation, or for any reason whatsoever.
Travel Insurance: Passengers are strongly advised to purchase / activate travel insurance as soon as they book their holiday, with the policy including
injury, death, accident and medical expenses, enforced pre-tour cancellation, curtailment while on tour, expenses incurred due to airline cancellation or
delay of flights, document loss and delay / loss of luggage. All passengers are recommended to take out a travel insurance policy with a “pay in situ” and
NOT a “claim when back” claim structure. Clients are reminded that Medical Travel Insurance is not Full Travel Insurance. The Golf Travel Company
does not accept liability for any costs whatsoever incurred as a result of failure to obtain adequate travel cover.
Medical Certificate: A doctor’s certificate confirming good health will be required before departure for passengers 70 years and older.
Pre-existing Medical Conditions: All clients must advise The Golf Travel Company in writing at the time of booking of any / all pre-existing medical
conditions. These include, but are not limited to, heart / lungs / asthma / blood thinning medication / recent joint replacements / back or spinal
Mobility: Excursions, outings and orientation walks often include a reasonable distance to be walked, so all passengers should be able to manage
these walks. The Golf Travel Company reserves the right to make alternative arrangements for those who cannot maintain the average group walking
speed and distance during outings, but are not liable for any costs so incurred.
Special requests and contact with hotels and airlines: The Golf Travel Company shall forward to the relevant hotel / airline / golf club all special
requests received from the passenger, but cannot accept responsibility for non-performance on the part of the supplier. Under no circumstances may
the client make contact in any manner with hotels, airlines and golf clubs which are on the tour itinerary as this is expressly forbidden by hotels, airlines
and golf clubs in their group booking contracts. All requests must be routed via The Golf Travel Company for forwarding to the relevant party.
Changes to bookings: In the event of a client requesting changes to be made to their group tour flight arrangements, including post-tour extensions
and breakaways, an amendment fee will be charged automatically by the operating airline. Please consult our office for this additional charge which
varies by airline, date and destination. Please note that such requests are routed to the airline Head Office overseas and may take in excess of 7 days
to receive a reply. The Golf Travel Company is a South African tour operator and cannot make domestic airline bookings in foreign countries. Amended
return dates are subject to airline availability and best available fare structure on the requested amended return date. The fare increase on the amended
date may increase dramatically from the original group airfare, so clients are advised to consult our office for amended quotations before committing to
changes. All amendment requests must be made in writing. Amendments requested after ticket issue will result in the airline cancelling the issued ticket
and re-issuing at ruling market related airfare. The tour packages include Air and Land arrangements. Requests to amend bookings to “Land Only” are
subject to airline approval and will be subject to an airline “non-materialisation fee”.
Cancellations and Refunds: No refund can be made for visits, sightseeing, meals, transfers, accommodation, golf or other services included in the tour
package price which were not utilized by the passenger.

SIGNATURE:………………………

SIGNATURE:……………………………
Please also complete and sign page 4…
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Third parties: The Golf Travel Company does not take instructions from third parties and does not divulge information to third parties. All
communication will be directly between the passenger and The Golf Travel Company.
Slope Handicaps: Handicaps will be calculated for each round of golf as per the ruling slope index table of the course to be played.
Golf buggies: The Golf Travel Company will book golf buggies when requested but cannot accept responsibility for availability on the day due to
inclement weather or club restrictions or any other reason. The Golf Travel Company cannot take responsibility to provide a golfer to share a buggy.
Handicaps: The maximum permissable handicap varies from country to country and club to club. Players with high handicaps are advised to consult
with our office about suitability of courses to be played on the tour and the maximum handicaps allowed for the tour.
Daily Draw: The Golf Travel Company will endeavour to accommodate all requests for the daily golf draw, but reserves the right to amend the draw
based on handicap and golf buggy considerations and any other consideration. The Golf Travel Company cannot guarantee that playing partners will be
readily available to share buggies. Many clubs no longer allow non-golfers on their courses, and the Golf Travel Company cannot guarantee that nongolfers will be allowed to walk a course on any given day and cannot in advance advise regarding the possible fee to walk the course.
Bookings: The Golf Travel Company reserves the right to decline any booking, at the time it is made, without stating the reason for the nonacceptance of the booking. Any deposit made for a declined booking will be refunded in full on receipt of the passenger’s bank details.
Speed of play: Slow play is not acceptable at any time and all golfers commit to staying with the fourball in front of them. The Golf Travel Company will
support club marshalls who monitor and enforce the acceptable playing time / speed.
R&A rules and Cheating: All golf will be played according to the rules of the R&A. Any golfer proven to have cheated will be disqualified automatically.
Legal Jurisdiction: Any legal action whatsoever arising from any aspect of this booking and travel arrangements and any other matter whatsoever will
be settled in the Wynberg, Cape Magistrates Court. Signature of this document indicates acceptance of this jurisdiction.
Correspondence: By signing this booking form, passengers agree to receive email literature regarding future tours and travel. All mailings include an
Unsubscribe function if required
Names and Contact Details: All names given to The Golf Travel Company must exactly match your passport details and The Golf Travel Company
will not be liable for any amendment costs of any nature whatsoever should the information provided be incorrect or incomplete. If the passenger’s
contact details (telephone, cellphone, e-mail address, etc) change after the booking is accepted by The Golf Travel Company, it is the responsibility of
the passenger to advise The Golf Travel Company in writing of the changes. The Golf Travel Company will not accept any responsibility for any
problems or loss arising from contact detail changes not submitted timeously in writing by the passenger.
Acceptance of terms and conditions: By signing this booking form, you are agreeing to:
>> accept our terms and conditions as outlined above
>> accept the charges relating to the amendment or cancellation of your booking by yourself
>> abide by the norms of social behaviour and politeness and take other group members into account at all times while on tour.
The Golf Travel Company has the total enjoyment of a tour by its clients as its primary goal and reserves the right to
take whatever necessary actions are required if the behaviour of a member of a group is outside acceptable norms
and by so doing disrupts and upsets the other members of the group. Race/religion/politics/sexism/etc are topics
which will not be tolerated
Confirmation of booking: No booking can be confirmed until the completed and signed booking form is received together with copies of passport and
the relevant deposit reflects on the golf travel company bank statement.

SIGNATURE:……………………… SIGNATURE:…………………………
DATE: ……………………………

DATE: ……….………………………

